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Abstract
A thin shell of lightlike dust with its own gravitational field is studied in
the special case of spherical symmetry. The action functional for this system
due to Louko, Whiting, and Friedman is reduced to Kucharˇ form: the new
variables are embeddings, their conjugate momenta, and Dirac observables.
The concepts of background manifold and covariant gauge fixing, that underlie
these variables, are reformulated in a way that implies the uniqueness and
gauge invariance of the background manifold. The reduced dynamics describes
motion on this background manifold.
1 Introduction
The phenomenon of gravitational collapse leads to serious problems in the classi-
cal theory of gravity. The structure of the resulting singularities contradict the
foundations of the theory such as the equivalence principle. Thus, the existence of
singularity theorems [1] may constitute a strong motivation to address the quanti-
sation of the gravitational eld, in the hope that such a framework can avoid the
occurrence of singularities.
A prominent feature of the classical collapse is the existence of horizons which
appear sooner than the singularity. Such horizons not only imply that the singularity
is inevitable (which is, roughly, the content of the singularity theorems), they also
seem to prevent any object or information from leaving the region of collapse and
from coming back to the asymptotic region. It is the existence of horizons that
makes gravity so dierent and the problem of collapse so dicult. On the other
hand, the problem of gravitational collapse is a very special one. For its solution,
a complete quantum theory of gravitation may be as little needed as the complete
quantum electrodynamics was needed for the rst calculations of atomic spectra.
Motivated by these ideas, we consider the quantum theory of a spherically sym-
metric thin shell and its gravitational eld. This is, in fact, a quite popular system.
For example, it was used to study the motion of domain walls in the early Universe
[2], of black-hole evaporation [3], of quantum black holes [4], and many others. In
[5], [6] and [7], gravitational collapse of such a thin shell in its own gravitational eld
has been studied. The result was analogous to what is known about the s-mode of
the Coulomb problem. Two aspects of this result were surprising. First, for low-
mass shells, there were stationary states with Sommerfeld spectrum and scattering
states with the wave packets describing the shell bouncing and reexpanding. The
evolution was unitary. Second, there was an analogue to the critical charge in the
relativistic quantum mechanics of atoms. The role of charge was played by the rest
mass of the shell (not to be confused with its total energy) and the critical value of
the rest mass was about one Planck mass. As in the case of relativistic atoms, the
quantum-mechanical description breaks down for supercritical \charges".
To understand these results was dicult. Even the simple scattering of the sub-
critical shells admitted several dierent interpretations. There were two problems.
First, the radial coordinate of the shell, which served as the argument of the wave
function, did not possess the status of a quantum observable. The Coulomb-like po-
tential prevented one from constructing a position operator similar to the Newton-
Wigner operator. Second, the model was completely reduced to the physical degrees
of freedom, which in this case is just the radius of the shell. However, the value of
the radius is not as informative in a black-hole spacetime as it is, for example, in
Minkowski spacetime: points with the same value of radial coordinate can lie in
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dierent asymptotically flat regions. These regions are separated by horizons. The
tools that were at one’s disposal in [5], [6] and [7] did not allow to decide whether
the shell created a horizon and then, consequently, reexpanded behind this horizon
into a dierent asymptotically flat section, or whether it did not create any horizon
and reexpanded into the same region from which it collapsed.
In [8], two remedies have been proposed. The rst is to work with a null (lightlike)
shell. The classical dynamics of such a shell is equivalent to that of free photons on
flat two-dimensional spacetime (the \charge" is zero). For such a system, there is
a well-dened position operator [9]. Moreover, it admits a simple description of its
asymptotical states, unlike Coulomb scattering.
The second idea is that the equation of motion for r(t), which has been obtained
from Einstein’s equations, must in fact result from a reduction to true degrees of
freedom of an action that contains the shell as well as the gravitational eld. Indeed,
in the spherically-symmetric case, the gravitational degrees of freedom consist only
of the gauge and the dependent ones. It seems that the reduction has been performed
in such a way that the information about the geometry of spacetime has been lost.
We shall, therefore, perform the reduction explicitly in a careful way. This is the
main purpose of this paper.
In general, the reduction procedure consists of two steps: the choice of gauge
and the solution of constraints. There exists a particular form of the gravitational
action that is eectively reduced, but which still contains some information about
the geometry of spacetime: the so-called Kucharˇ decomposition [10], [11]. Kuchar
variables are neatly separated into pure gauge ones (so-called embeddings), depen-
dent ones that are conjugate to the embeddings, and physical degrees of freedom.
Some progress in understanding Kuchar decomposition has been achieved recently
[12], [13]: general existence of the decomposition has been shown, and the crucial
role of gauge choice in it has been recognised. The nature of gauge choice in quan-
tum gravity has also been elucidated. Two important notions have been introduced:
background manifold and covariant gauge fixing. As a matter of fact, the present
paper is the rst practical application of these concepts. It deals with the classical
canonical analysis of the null-dust shell. Its main result is the explicit construction
of the Kuchar decomposition. This then serves as the starting point for the quantum
theory of the shell, which will be presented in a separate paper.
The plan of the paper is as follows. Sect. 2 explains the notions of background
manifold and covariant gauge xing in a new and clear form. This enables us to
show the gauge invariance, the uniqueness and some additional structures of the
background manifold, which will be necessary for the interpretation of the shell
quantum mechanics. Some important points of [13] are then summarised in the
new language. Sect. 3 describes the solutions of Einstein’s equations containing the
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shell. After xing the gauge, these solutions are reformulated as a set of parameter-
dependent metric elds and shell trajectories on the background manifold. The
parameters distinguish the physically dierent solutions and will play the role of the
physical variables in the Kuchar decomposition. The representative metric elds
and shell trajectories will be used to dene the transformation from the ADM to
Kuchar variables on the constraint hypersurface. This transformation is performed
in Sect. 4. Starting point is a (non-reduced) Hamiltonian action principle [14] for
the spherically-symmetric shell and its gravitational eld. In Sect. 4, an extension
of the results to a whole neighbourhood of the constraint hypersurface is performed
using the methods and theorems of [13]. The nal action, the variables in it and
some discussion can be found in Sect. 5.
2 Background manifold
and covariant gauge fixing
In this section we introduce the two basic notions of background manifold and
covariant gauge xing, restricting ourselves, for the sake of simplicity, to vacuum
general relativity. The language is slightly dierent from that used in [13] so that
we can prove more results; we also summarise some points that are important for
the paper.
LetM be a four-manifold that admits a Lorentzian metric eld g such that (M; g)
is a globally hyperbolic spacetime. Dynamically maximal solutions of Einstein’s
equations are always of this form [15]. Then according to a theorem of Geroch
[16], M =   R, where  is an initial data manifold. Topological sectors of
general relativity are uniquely associated with dierent three-manifolds . M is
called background manifold. In this way, each topological sector determines a unique
background manifold M.
All dieomorphisms ofM form the group DiM; this is considered as the \gauge
group" of general relativity. Observe that the group depends on the topological
sector chosen, i.e., on M, and that the manifold structure of M itself is gauge
invariant. Single points of M are, however, not gauge invariant, since they are
being pushed around by DiM. In some important cases, not DiM but some of
its subgroups play the role of gauge group. For example, in the case of asymptotically
flat spacetimes, only those dieomorphisms are considered as gauge transformations
that become suciently quickly trivial at innity. In general, in such cases, M is
equipped with some gauge-invariant structure in addition to the naked manifold
one.
Let ’ 2 DiM and let g be a Lorentzian metric on M. Then the inverse pull-
back associated with ’ maps g into another metric g0, g0 = (’−1)g. In this way,
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the group DiM acts on the space RiemM of all (suitably restricted) Lorentzian
metrics on M. The action is not transitive and so there are non-trivial orbits of
the group in RiemM. Such orbits are called geometries and the quotient space
RiemM/DiM is the space of geometries. Let  : RiemM 7! RiemM/DiM be
the natural projection for the quotient. One can equip the space of geometries with
some additional structure, e.g., a topology, starting from a structure of RiemM and
using the projection.
Suppose that we manage, at least for some open set U  RiemM/DiM, to
specify a section . This is a map,
 : RiemM=DiM 7! RiemM
such that  = id. The meaning of such a section is that a particular representative
metric on M is chosen for each geometry in U . This is exactly what has been called
covariant gauge fixing in [13]. Clearly, the transformation between two covariant
gauge xings is not a single dieomorphism, but an element of the Bergmann-Komar
group [17].
Given a covariant gauge xing  on U , one can use it to construct a map from
RiemM/DiM Emb(;M), where Emb(;M) is the space of embeddings of the
initial data surface  into M, to the ADM phase space of general relativity. The
construction has been described in [13] and it goes, roughly, as follows. Let γ 2 U
and let (γ) be the representative metric on M. Let X :  7! M be an embed-
ding. Then (γ) determines the rst, qkl(x), and the second, Kkl(x), fundamental




of the ADM phase space can be obtained in the well known way
from qkl(x) and Kkl(x).
In [13], this transformation has been restricted to give only the points of the
constraint surface Γ of the ADM phase space; moreover, only those points of Γ have
been selected, where the evolved spacetimes do not admit any isometry. Then the
map from RiemM/DiM Emb(;M) to Γ has been shown to be invertible and
extensible to a neighbourhood of RiemM/DiM Emb(;M) in the larger space
RiemM/DiMT Emb(;M), which has then been mapped to a neighbourhood
of Γ in the ADM phase space. Next, the Darboux-Weinstein theorem has been
employed to prove some nice symplectic properties of the map. These properties
then make the map to a general transformation of the ADM to the Kuchar variables.
This procedure will here be applied to the model of spherically-symmetric thin
gravitating shell in the subsequent sections. We shall nd in the next section the
set of representative solutions for Einstein’s equations for each physically distinct
situation of the shell because, as has been shown in [13], this part of the section
 suces completely to construct the above map to the constraint surface of our
model.
4
3 Einstein dynamics of the shell
Any spherically-symmetric solution of Einstein’s equations with a thin null shell as
the source has a simple structure. Inside the shell, the spacetime is flat; outside the
shell, it is isometric to a part of the Schwarzschild spacetime of mass M . The two
geometries must be stuck together along a spherically-symmetric null hypersurface
so that the points with the same values of the radial coordinate r coincide.
All physically distinct solutions can be labeled by three parameters:  2 f−1;+1g,
distinguishing between the outgoing ( = +1) and ingoing ( = −1) null surfaces;
the asymptotic time of the surface, i.e., the retarded time u = T − R 2 (−1;1)
for  = +1, and the advanced time v = T +R 2 (−1;1) for  = −1; and the mass
M 2 (0;1). An ingoing shell creates a black-hole (event) horizon at r = 2M and
ends up in the singularity at r = 0. The outgoing shell starts from the singularity
at r = 0 and emerges from a white-hole (particle) horizon at r = 2M .
We can write down the metric in the case  = 1 with the help of retarded
Eddington-Finkelstein coordinates ~U , R, # and ’. ~U = u is the trajectory of the
shell, ~U > u is a part of Minkowski spacetime,
ds2 = −d ~U2 − 2d ~UdR+R2dΩ2; (1)






d ~U2 − 2d ~UdR+R2dΩ2: (2)
Similarly, for  = −1, the advanced Eddington-Finkelstein coordinates are ~V , R, #
and ’, and V = v is the shell. Inside the shell, ~V < v,
ds2 = −d ~V 2 + 2d ~V dR+R2dΩ2; (3)






d ~V 2 + 2d ~V dR+R2dΩ2: (4)
Let us denote the spacetime given by the triple of parameters , M and w by
(;M;w), where w = u for  = 1 and w = v for  = −1.
We observe that the two spacetimes (;M;w1) and (;M;w2) are isometric, the
isometry sending the point ( ~U;R; #; ’) into ( ~U + w2 − w1; R; #; ’). Hence, the
geometries of the solutions that dier only in the value of the parameter w are
equal. Yet, the physical situations they represent are dierent; this is similar to
the motion of a free mass point in Minkowski spacetime. For each two dierent
trajectories, there is a Poincare transformation that sends the rst into the second.
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Still, the two motions are physically dierent because they look dierently from one
xed inertial frame. For the shell, instead of an inertial frame, we imagine that
there is a fixed asymptotic family of observers. The group of these isometries is a
symmetry group rather than a gauge group. It can (and will) be employed to dene
a time evolution.
Another interesting isometry is the map T : (;M;w1) 7! (−;M;w2) dened for
 = +1 and arbitrary w1 and w2 by the Eddigton-Finkelstein coordinates as follows:
T ( ~U1; R1; #1; ’1) = ( ~V2; R2; #2; ’2) ;
where
~V2 = − ~U1 + w1 − w2; R2 = R1; #2 = #1; ’2 = ’1 :
For  = −1, we just take the inverse of the above so that T 2 = id. T can be viewed
as a time reversal symmetry.
The Eddington-Finkelstein coordinates may be nicely adapted to the symmetry
and may simplify the metric, but they do not dene a covariant gauge xing. Indeed,
the identication of the points ( ~U1; R1; #1; ’1) of the solution (+1;M1; w1) with the
points ( ~V2; R2; #2; ’2) of (−1;M2; w2) satisfying the relations ~V2 = ~U1, R2 = R1,
#2 = #1 and ’2 = ’1 will invert the time orientation of the asymptotic observers,
which is to stay gauge invariant. We need, however, a covariant gauge xing if we
are to transform the action to the Kuchar form. The rest of this section will be
devoted to a choice of gauge that will be convenient for this problem.
To start with, we have to specify the background manifold. Our model com-
prises only the spherically-symmetric part of general relativity with the shell. We
shall, therefore, admit only spherically-symmetric initial surfaces ~ and only that
subgroup of Di ~M (where ~M := ~  R), the elements of which commute with
the rotations and are trivial at innity. Let , # and ’ be coordinates on ~ that
are adapted to the symmetry and  2 [0;1), where  = 0 is the regular centre of
symmetry; we assume that ~ is smooth at this centre. The shell is at  = r, and
the innity at  = 1.
The coordinates # and ’ are ignorable coordinates; in the action, we can in-
tegrate over them so that they disappear and the eective initial manifold  is
one-dimensional, dieomorphic to R+, and the eective background manifold M is
two-dimensional, R+  R. Our restricted gauge group induces an eective gauge
group, Di0,1M, on M; it only contains dieomorphisms that preserve the central
boundary as well as, pointwise, the innity.
Let us choose coordinates U and V on M that satisfy the following boundary
conditions at the gauge-invariant boundaries of M: At the centre,
U = V ;
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at I−, U = −1 and V 2 (−1;1), at I+, V = 1 and U 2 (−1;1), and at i0,
U = −1 and V = 1. Otherwise, U and V are arbitrary.
Using these coordinates U and V , one can dene the representative metric (see
Sect. 2) by conditions on its components with respect to U and V . We shall choose
them as follows.
1. U and V are double-null coordinates so that the representative line element
takes the form
ds2 = −A(U; V )dUdV +R2(U; V )(d#2 + sin2 #d’2) : (5)
2. The representative metric is continuous at the shell.
3. For the outgoing shells, U is the retarded time determined by the representative
metric at V = 1. Analogously, for the ingoing shells, V is the advanced time
at U = −1.
Such a metric is uniquely dened for any physical situation given by the values
of the parameters , M , and w. This can be shown as follows.
Consider rst the case  = +1. The Eddington-Finkelstein coordinate ~U satis-
es already the conditions for U , so we need only to nd the function V . In the
Minkowski part, U > u, of the solution, the boundary conditions at the centre lead
uniquely to:




In the Schwarzschild part, U < u, of the solution, V is an advanced null coordi-
nate, so it must be some function, V = X(M;u; ~V ), for each xed M and u, of the
advanced Eddington-Finkelstein coordinate ~V , which is dened by
~V := U + 2R+ 4M ln
∣∣∣∣ R2M − 1
∣∣∣∣ :
The function X is uniquely determined by the boundary condition at the shell,
requiring that V be continuous:




M;u; u+ 2R+ 4M ln




To solve this equation, we dene
x := u+ 2R+ 4M ln
∣∣∣∣ R2M − 1
∣∣∣∣ ;
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calculate R in terms of M , u, and x, and substitute the result into the right-hand
side:
X(M;u; x) = u+ 2R(M;u; x): (7)
A straightforward calculation yields







where  is the well-known Kruskal function dened by its inverse,
−1(y) = (y − 1)ey ; (9)
and R > 2M was used. Eqs. (7) and (8) yield








































This relation denes the desired transformation from (U;R; #; ’) to (U; V; #; ’).
As the last step, we calculate the metric for U < u in the new coordinates. First,




















































































Substituting this into the metric (2) results, nally, in











where f+ is dened by (13), cf. (11). With these expressions, it is easy to verify that
A and R are continuous at the shell, as required. We note that these expressions
contain u as well asM , which become conjugate variables in the canonical formalism.
This makes the transition to the embedding variables non-trivial, and one must rst
look for this transformation on the constraint surface.
In the case of ingoing shells ( = −1) a completely analogous procedure yields,
for V < v, again (6), and for V > v,
























These expressions result from (15) by the substitution V − u! v − U .
As the result of the gauge xing, the set of solutions (;M;w) can be written as
a set of (;M;w)-dependent metric elds (5) and a set of shell trajectories on a fixed
background manifold M. Here, the corresponding functions A and R have the form
A(;M;w;U; V ) ; R(;M;w;U; V ) ; (17)
and the trajectory of the shell on the background manifold is simply U = u for
 = +1 and V = v for  = −1.
A key property of the background manifold is that it possesses a unique asymp-
totic region with I− dened by U ! −1 and I+ by V ! +1. As the shell cannot
escape the background manifold, its reappearance at an asymptotic region must be
interpreted as the reappearance at the asymptotic region of M. In this way, the
background manifold is a tool to solve the problem of where the shell reappears.
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4 Transformation to embedding variables
4.1 Canonical formalism
The form of the canonical theory that is based on the embedding rather than ADM-
type variables has been studied and advocated by Kuchar. In the recent paper [13]
a large step forward in this eld has been achieved. The embedding variables have
been associated with background manifolds and gauge xings similar to what has
been done in the previous section. The existence of this transformation has been
shown in the general case.
The resulting formalism inspires hopes that some unpleasant features of the ADM
variables can be removed. First, the ADM variables lead to singular points in the
physical conguration space (superspace [18, 19]) as well as at the constraint surface
corresponding to spaces or spacetimes with symmetries. Second, the symmetry
of the ADM theory itself is, on one hand, too large, containing all innitesimal
surface deformations, including also those transformations that do not result from
dieomorphisms. On the other hand, it is too small because only innitesimal
surface deformations and not nite group elements can act on the whole phase
space. The constraint surface that has been constructed in [13] has, however, the
form of a bre bundle, which is a manifold (all points are regular), and the bre
group of this bundle is the dieomorphism group of the background manifold, so it
acts on the whole bundle.
As a Hamiltonian action principle that implies the dynamics of our system, we
take the Louko-Whiting-Friedman (LWF) action (Eq. (2.6) of [14]). Let us briefly
summarise the relevant formulae. The spherically symmetric metric is written in
the form:
ds2 = −N2d 2 + 2(d+Nρd)2 +R2dΩ2 ;







d(P _ + PR _R−H0)
]
; (18)
and the LWF Hamiltonian is
H0 = NH +NρHρ +N1E1 ;
where N1 := limρ!1Nρ(), E1 is the ADM mass (see [14]), N and Nρ are the





















(− r) ; (19)
Hρ = PRR0 − P 0− p(− r) ; (20)
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and the prime (dot) denotes the derivative with respect to  ().
The main topic of this paper is to transform the variables in the LWF action.
This transformation will be split into two steps. The rst step is a transformation of
the canonical coordinates r, p, , P, R, and PR at the constraint surface Γ that is
dened by the constraints (19) and (20). The new coordinates are u and pu = −M
for  = +1, v and pv = −M for  = −1, and the so-called embedding variables U()
and V ().
The second step is an extension of the functions u, v, pu, pv, U(), PU(), V (),
and PV () out of the constraint surface, where the functions u, v, pu, pv, U(),
and V () are dened by the above transformation, and PU(), PV () by PU()jΓ =
PV ()jΓ = 0. The extension must satisfy the condition that the functions form a
canonical chart in a neighbourhood of Γ. A proof that such extension exists in
general has been given in [13].
4.2 Transformation functions at the constraint surface
The constraint surface contains only points of the phase space that correspond to
initial data for solutions of Einstein’s equations. Hence, we can assume that the
metric (5) is a spherically-symmetric solution with a shell, and so the functions
A(;M;w;U; V ) andR(;M;w;U; V ) are those written down in the previous section,
Eqs. (6), (15) and (16). According to Sect. 2, if such a metric is given, then, for each
embedding, a unique rst and second fundamental form can be calculated from it,
and so the map from the embeddings to the ADM variables qkl(x) and 
kl(x) can
be constructed.
A very important point is to specify the family of embeddings that will be used
throughout the paper. The embeddings are given by
U = U(); V = V () :
These functions have to satisfy several conditions.
1. As  is spacelike, U and V are null and increasing towards the future, we must
have U 0 < 0 and V 0 > 0 everywhere.
2. At the regular centre, the four-metric is flat and the three-metric is to be
smooth. This implies U 0(0) = −V 0(0) in addition to the condition U(0) =
V (0). This follows from T 0(U(0); V (0)) = 0 and means that  must run
parallel to T = const. in order to avoid conical singularities.
3. At innity, the four-metric is the Schwarzschild metric. We require that the
embedding approaches the Schwarzschild-time-constant surfaces T = const,
and that  becomes the Schwarzschild curvature coordinate R asymptotically.
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More precisely, the behaviour of the Schwarzschild coordinates T and R along
each embedding U(); V () must satisfy
T () = T1 +O(−1); (21)
R() = +O(−1) : (22)
The asymptotic coordinate T1 is a gauge-invariant quantity and it possesses
the status of an observable.
4. At the shell ( = r) we require the functions U() and V () to be C1. In fact,
as the four-metric is continuous in the coordinates U and V , but not smooth,
only the C1-part of this condition is gauge invariant. Jumps in all higher
derivatives are gauge dependent, but the condition will simplify equations.
We suppose further that there is a whole foliation of the solution spacetimes. Any
foliation can be considered as a one-parameter family of embeddings:
U = U(; ); V = V (; );
the parameter being  . The metric (5) reads, in terms of the coordinates  , , #
and ’:
ds2 = −A _U _V d 2 − A( _UV 0 + _V U 0)dd− AU 0V 0d2 +R2dΩ2:




−A(o; U; V )U 0V 0; R = R(o; U; V ); (23)
where o symbolises the observables (w and M , respectively), and
N = −
_UV 0 − _V U 0
2U 0V 0
p−AU 0V 0; Nρ =
_UV 0 + _V U 0
2U 0V 0
:
The expression _UV 0− _V U 0 is the Jacobian of the transformation from  and  to U
and V , and we assume it to be positive.
To calculate the gravitational momenta, we can use the canonical equations that












Substituting for R, , N and Nρ gives
_− (Nρ)0 = 1
2
_UV 0 − _V U 0
2U 0V 0
(
−AUU 02V 0 + AV U 0V 02 − AU 00V 0 + AU 0V 00
)
_R−NρR0 =
_UV 0 − _V U 0
2U 0V 0
(RUU




Rp−AU 0V 0 (RUU
0 −RV V 0) ; (24)
PR = RUU
0 −RV V 0 + RAU
2A












Here, the indices U and V denote the partial derivatives with respect to U and V .
Eqs. (23), (24), and (25) are the transformation equations expressing the variables
, R, P and PR in terms of the new variables at the constraint surface. The
functions A and R are given by (6), (15), and (16).
We now turn to the remaining LWF variables , r and p. We let  unchanged; in
fact, we shall consider the LWF action as two dierent actions, one for each value
of . The variable r is related to our new variables u, v, M , U() and V () in a
dierent way for each value of . If  = +1, then r is determined by the equation
U(r) = u. This is an equation with exactly one solution if u satises the condition










Similarly, if  = −1, then r is dened by V (r) = v for v > V (0), and the relation
between the dierentials takes the form:
dr =
dv − dV (r)
V 0(r)
: (27)
The LWF variable p does not seem to be determined completely in [14] because
equation (2.5a) of Ref. [14], which is the only equation that could serve this purpose,
does not make sense in the limit m! 0 of null shells. However, the LWF constraint
equations lead to some expressions for p; these determine p only at the constraint
surface, but this is, in fact, all we need. Let us, therefore, turn to the constraint
equations.
4.3 The constraints
The constraint functions (19) and (20) contain nite parts, which are obtained for
 6= r and in the limits ! r, and -function parts. The -function parts can be
rewritten as equations for nite quantities, if one collects all terms with -function
and sets the coecient equal to zero.
From the boundary conditions at the shell and Eqs. (23), (24) and (25), it follows
that the functions () and R() are continuous, whereas 0(), R0(), P() and
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PR() jump accross the shell, as the metric is not smooth. This implies in turn that
the -function part of the constraints is equivalent to
p = −R[R0] ; (28)
p = −[P] ; (29)
where the symbol [g] := g+ − g− denotes the jump of the quantity g accross the
shell.
Let us calculate the jumps. We have
[R0] = [RU ]U 0 + [RV ]V 0 :
For  = +1, we have to use (6) and (15) and to replace the limits  ! r by







Dierentiating (15) with the help of formulae (12) and (13) leads to, for U < u,
RU+ = − f+
2(f+)eκ(f+)


























V − u; [RV ] = 0 :
Similarly, for  = −1,
[RU ] = 0 ; [RV ] = − 2M
v − U :
There is also the relation
RjU=u = V − u
2
; RjV =v = v − U
2
;
and so (28) yields:
 = +1 : p = −MU 0(r) ; (30)
 = −1 : p = −MV 0(r) : (31)
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For P, (24) implies
[P] = R[RU ]U
0 −R[RV ]V 0 ;
and so (29) gives the same result as (28).
Let us return to the nite part of the constraints (19) and (20). If we substitute
the above expressions for , R, P, and PR, we obtain, after some lenghty but
straightforward calculation, for each  6= r:
H = 1
2




(ARUU − AURU)U 02 + R
A




(ARUU − AURU)U 02 + R
A
(ARV V − AVRV )V 02 :
If H and Hρ are zero for any embedding outside the shell, that is for all possible U 0
and V 0, the coecients of U 0V 0, U 02 and V 02 must themselves vanish:
4RRUV + 4RURV + A = 0; (32)
ARUU −AURU = 0; (33)
ARV V − AVRV = 0: (34)
These three equations are equivalent to the full set of Einstein equations for any
metric of the form (5). Thus, our functions A and R have to satisfy these equations.
This is immediately clear for (6) which gives A and R inside the shell. A more
tedious calculation veries the validity of (32), (33), and (34) also outside the shell,
where A and R are given by (15) and (16).
4.4 Transformation of the Liouville form
In this subsection we shall perform the transformation of the Liouville form∫
d (Pd + PRdR) + pdr
to the new variables on the constraint surface. However, we rst modify this Liouville
form according to the discussion given in [20]: the ADM boundary term N1E1 in
the action can, after parametrisation at the innity, be written as E1 _T1 and this




d (Pd + PRdR) + pdr−E1dT1: (35)
We expect that the remaining terms after the transformation do not depend on any
embeddings, because the pull-back of the symplectic form to the constraint surface
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is degenerated exactly in the direction of the gauge variables U() and V (). As
we shall see, the constraint surface Γ consists of two components, Γ+ and Γ−, Γ+
containing all outgoing and Γ− all ingoing shells. We split this form into three terms
for the ingoing and outgoing part, respectively,





d (Pd + PRdR)−MdT1




d (Pd + PRdR) ;
and similar expressions for jΓ−. Let us rst transform the part jΓ+ of the Liouville




d # −MdT1 ; (36)
with
#  (fdU + gdV + hidoi)0 + d’ ; (37)
where we have denoted the observables u and M collectively by oi (i = 1; 2). This




















dR = RUdU +RV dV +Rido
i ; (39)
and P and PR are given by (24) and (25).

































0 −RRV V 0 − R
2
(RUU







−FU 0 −GV 0 + (U; V; oi) : (44)
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The functions F;G;Hi;  are then determined through comparison with the coe-
cients of dU; dV; dU 0; dV 0, and doi. This leads to the equations
FV −GU = R
2A
(2ARUV − AURV − AVRU) ; (45)
HiU − Fi = − R
2A
(2ARiU −AiRU − AURi) ; (46)
HiV −Gi = R
2A
(2ARiV − AiRV − AVRi) ; (47)
 = 0 : (48)
We next calculate the right-hand side of these equations by using the explicit ex-
pressions for A and R found in Sect. 2. Outside the shell, these are the expressions












; R = 2M ; (50)






b− 1 : (51)
After some lengthy, but straightforward calculations one nds
FV −GU = − − 1
8b(b− 1) ; (52)
HuU = Fu − − 1
8b(b− 1) ; (53)
HuV = Gu +
− 1
8b(b− 1) ; (54)
HMU = FM − 1
2
− − 1
2(b− 1) ; (55)




2b(b− 1) : (56)







8b(b− 1) = −
M(2 − b2)
4b(b− 1) ; (57)
where we have chosen the boundary condition that G = 0 for U = u, i.e., at the
shell, and calculated the integral by the substitution x = . One recognises from
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(57) that, at the shell, GM = 0 and Gu = −1=8b. With this result for G, one can
integrate Eqs. (53){(56) for Hi and choose the integration constants such that
Hu = −G ; (58)
HM = −1
2
(U − u)− 4bG ; (59)
having Hi = 0, i = 1; 2, at the shell. This then yields for the Liouville form outside
the shell pulled back to the constraint surface





+ dr’jρ=r −MdT1 : (60)
The fourth term on the right-hand side of (60) is a total derivative and will be
omitted, since it does not contribute to the dynamics. Eqs. (26), (30) and (31) lead
to
pdr = −M(du − dU) :
Analogously, one nds for the part −jΓ+ inside the shell




























0 − RRV V 0 − R
2
(RUU







Compared to f; g; hi; ’, there are no terms analogous to G;F , and Hi, since the
classical solutions (6) inside the shell lead to a vanishing right-hand side of (45){
(47). Because of the boundary condition U 0(0) = −V 0(0), the functions k and l
vanish at the centre. The third term on the right-hand side of (61) is again a total
derivative and will be neglected.
One has therefore only potential contributions at the shell and at infinity. We
shall consider rst the contribution from the shell. Since there F = G = Hu =
HM = 0, one has to calculate
(kdU + ldV )jρ=r − dr jρ=r − (fdU + gdV + hudu− hMdM)jρ=r
+dr’jρ=r −M(du− dU) : (65)
Using (6) and (15), one arrives at the following jump conditions at the shell:
[RRU ] = M; [RRV ] = 0; [RRu] = −M; [RRM ] = 0 : (66)
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Taking these into account, one recognises that all terms on the dust shell cancel. As





















where the function F = 0, and G, Hu and HM are given by (57), (58), and (59),
respectively. The limit (67) is determined by the boundary conditions 3 of Sec. 4.1,
cf. (21) and (22).
Eqs. (21) and (22) determine the expansions of U() and V () uniquely. Indeed,
for  = +1, U near the spacelike innity coincides with the Edington-Finkelstein
retarded coordinate (see Sect. 3) and so is given in terms of T and R by













+ T1 +O(−1): (68)
The presence of the logarithmic term is due to the long range of the gravitational
potential. Thus, the rst diverging term is universal, the second depends on the
observable M , and the asymptotic coordinate T1 of the embedding appears only at
the third position.
The asymptotic expansion of the function V () can be determined from (10). We
have rst to get rid of :
(V − u− 4M) exp V
4M









Then we substitute the expansions (22) and (68) into the right-hand side of (69):


















Let us remove the singular part in the exponent by setting
V () = − 2M ln 
8M
+ T1 + V1() :
Eq. (70) then becomes
(1− 2M−1) expO(−1) =[
1− 2M−1 ln 
8M





















ρ!1V1() = 0 :







Hence, the expansion of the function V () has the form:








the asymptotic coordinate T1 appears again only at the third position, and this is
the reason why the expansion must be carried so far.
Now, the expansion of all functions contained in  is a straightforward matter.
For G, we obtain from (57):
G = −M
4
4R2 − (V − u)2
(V − u)2 − 4M(V − u) :
Then, Eqs. (22), (68), and (72) give
G = −3
4
M − 4M2−1 ln 
8M
+M(2T1 − 2u− 3M)−1 + o(−1) ;
where o(−1) is dened by the property limρ!1 o(−1) = 0, and
Hu = −G = 3
4
M + 4M2−1 ln

8M














(6 + 4 ln 2)− 7
4
(T1 − u) +O(−1) :










































= 2M +O(−2) :
The derivatives RU , RV , Ru and RM can be expanded if we calculate them from











V − u− 4M ;
Ru = −2MR− 2M
R
1
































Collecting all terms, we nally have:






The exact form dZ can be omitted because it has no influence on the symplectic
form and the equations of motion.
The nal result of this subsection can be formulated as follows. The constraint
surface Γ consists of two components: Γ+ for the outgoing shells ( = +1), and Γ−
for the ingoing shells ( = −1). On Γ+, we have the coordinates M , u, U() and
V (), and the pull-back of the Liouville form to Γ+ is
jΓ+ = −Mdu:
Thus, it is independent of U() and V (), as expected.
In a completely analogous manner, the following result can be derived for the
 = −1 case:
jΓ− = −Mdv ;
and our coordinates on Γ− are M , v, U() and V ().
These results also show that the two Dirac observables −M and u (or −M and
v) form a conjugate pair. Indeed, the Poisson algebra of Dirac observables is well-
dened by the (degenerate) pull-back of the symplectic form to the constraint sur-
face.
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4.5 Extension to a neighbourhood of the constraint surface
In the previous subsection, the constraint surface pull-back of the Liouville form
has been transformed to the Kuchar coordinates: the embeddings U() and V ()
that represent pure gauges, and pu and u (or pv and v) that are Dirac observables.
The next task is to extend these coordinates to a neighbourhood of the constraint
surface Γ = Γ+ [ Γ−.
In [13], the proof has been given that such an extension always exists. We can
reformulate the theorem in a way suitable for our purposes as follows. There is
a neighbourhood Γ0 of Γ in the phase space, and functions PU(), PV (), U(),
V (), pu and u (or pv and v) such that, at Γ,
PU() = PV () = 0;
and U(), V (), pu and u (or pv and v) coincide with our coordinates at Γ. Moreover,
the functions PU(), PV (), U(), V (), pu and u (or pv and v) form, together, a
canonical chart in Γ0.



























PV () _V ()−NU()PU()−NV ()PV ()
)]
:
The two actions can be considered as the reduced form of just one action. Con-
sider the case  = +1 rst. The dynamical trajectory of the shell is given by
the relation u() = const, whereas v() is arbitrary, depending on the choice of
the parameter  (the only restriction is that v() is an increasing function). This












PV () _V ()−NU()PU()−NV ()PV ()
)]
;
where nu is a Lagrange multiplier , v() a pure gauge and pv-dependent. Similarly
















One can set in S+ext, as pu = −M < 0:
nu = npu
and, similarly, in S−ext,
nv = npv :
Then, clearly, S+ext and S
−












PV () _V ()−NU()PU()−NV ()PV ()
)]
:
Indeed, the case  = +1 ( = −1) is obtained from the solution pv = 0 (pu = 0) of
the constraint
pupv = 0 :
The relation between the total energy M and the two momenta pu and pv can
now be written as follows:
M = −pu − pv:
5 Conclusions
We have demonstrated in this paper that the full action for the gravitating null dust
shell can be transformed into the so-called Kucharˇ decomposition
S =
∫





d(PU _U + PV _V −H) ; (74)
where H = NUPU +N
V PV ; n, N
U(), and NV () are Lagrange multipliers.
The variables u, v, pu and pv span the eective phase space of the shell. They
contain all true degrees of freedom of the system. The corresponding part of the
action (74) coincides with the action for free motion of a zero-rest-mass spherically-
symmetric shell in flat spacetime. The phase space has non-trivial boundaries:
pu  0; pv  0; −u+ v
2
 0 : (75)
The form (74) of the action somewhat obscures the fact that the classical dy-
namics of the shell is incomplete, for the classical dynamics of free zero-rest-mass
shells that it resembles is complete. In fact, it is the spacetime-geometry part of
the classical solution around the shell that prevents the shell from bouncing at the
centre. This geometry is hidden in the dependence of the variables PU() and PV ()
on the rst and second fundamental forms, qkl and Kkl, of the surfaces dened by
23
the embeddings; we do not know these functions explicitly. Still, the geometry can
be obtained indirectly, either from the metric (5) or, equivalently, from the original
constraints. The new constraint equations, PU() = PV () = 0, are mathematically
equivalent to the old constraints, Eqs. (19) and (20). One can, therefore, use the
old constraints to calculate the geometry from the true degrees of freedom along
the hypersurfaces of some foliation. The equivalence of the two methods within
the classical theory (as well as the fact that two spacetimes obtained by the second
method using dierent foliations are isometric) is guaranteed by the closure of the
algebra of constraints [21].
The action for the null dust shell is now written in a form which can be taken as
the starting point for quantisation. This will be done in a separate paper.
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